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Before 2001 : the dark ages 
of SilvoArable Agroforestry

Systems in France

Before 2001







Most traditional silvoarable plots used fruit trees

(walnut; chestnut; Olives; Peach; Pear; Apple…)



However, some forerunners farmers practised silvoarable technology





Rationale for adoption : few but 
decisive results obtained in the 

last 10 years

What made the 
scene move?



Wild cherry and maize, France



Poplars and asparagus, France



Poplars and durum wheat, France



Poplar-winter cereals systems productivity is 
almost fully documented in some sites

� Measured  Land Equivalent ratios are about 1.3

1 ha AF = 1.3 ha of pure forest + pure crops



Specific niches for silvoarable 
technology in France

Expanding the silvoarable concept



Major goal : Farm diversification and income



Landscape enhancement



Tree induced biodiversity



Tree stimulated biological control of crop pests
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Contribution of trees to the biological control of crop pests

Vineyards mites control 
with Phytoseideae

Cereal aphids control 
with Syrphae



Flood mitigation with tree 
stands

Slowing flood currents in expansion 
basins with trees to reduce floods 

peaks, limit arable soil erosion and allow 
silt deposition



Forestry plotAgroforestry plot

Control of nitrate leaching by tree roots



Forestry plotAgroforestry plot

No tree roots zone

Control of nitrate leaching by tree rootsControl of nitrate leaching by tree roots



SA agroforestry is compatible with modern machinery

SA agroforestry is productive

SA agroforestry may have strong environmental advantages 

(not yet demonstrated in most cases)

Recent findings



The challenge of silvoarable 
agroforestry

Agroforestry was almost
outlaw… until 2001



Crop paymentsForest grants

Before 2001



Crop paymentsForest grants

Agri-environmental scheme

The new (2001) French policy









Creating an agroforestry plot

Compensating for the 

increased cultivation costs 

Shaping the trees for crop 

or fodder mechanisation

Managing the tree row soil 

Protecting the young trees 

(tree-shelters)

Approved agri-environmental scheme 2201



Managing a mature agroforestry plot

Compensating increased 

cultivation costs

Managing tree canopies 

(age>20)

Managing the tree row soil

Protecting tree trunks 

(age<20)

Approved agri-environmental scheme 2202



Farmers reaction to the
silvoarable technology is still

unclear…

The silvoarable concept





Farmers’ Reaction to agroforestry technology
SAFE European Project (2003-2004)

Every interviewed farmer had the same level of information about
agroforestry (standard slide show)

On the spot reaction about silvoarable technology recorded

Discussion on a farm project tailored to their requests

The final question was : would you be interested in setting up a
silvoarable project on your farm?

60 interviews in 3 French Provinces

Final feeling recorded after 3 months of reflection



Quite attractive…

…But if you suggest to French farmers
to plant trees in their cropped fields,

You will get a good kick up in the backside!

The doubts of French extension officers



Appreciation by Extension services

Farmers’ Appreciation predicted by Extension services

Appreciation by Farmers

Appreciation of silvoarable agroforestry (scale from 0 to 10)



Will farmers be attracted by adopting SA 
technology in the near future?



Don’t trust extension officers !



Farmers are more open than… 
extensionnists or policy 

makers

The scene is moving



SilvoArable systems : towards
a change in the French

landscape?

What’s up now?



When exposure in the press incite farmers 
to overrun research achievements



About 1000 ha planted in 5 years

The French agroforestry scene is on a fast move



The French Agroforestry Agri-Environmental
measures (AEMs) have not been used yet, and did not 

contribute to the current uptake of silvoarable 
agroforestry in France



Will the new European Common 
Agriculture Policy (CAP) consider 

agroforestry ?

(SPS -Single Payment Scheme- as of 2005)

But in the United States of Europe…



Key modifications within the SPS scheme:

Decoupling payments from production (area basis)

Cross-compliance (regulations of environmental issues must be 
aplied)

Good agricultural and environmental practices

Modulation to feed agri-environmental measures



Changes in the CAP due to be introduced on 1 January 
2005 have major implications for future uptake of 
agroforestry (silvopastoralism/silvoarable) in Europe

Four challenges for opening the European 
scene to Agroforestry technology



The Single Payment Scheme (SPS) includes a provision that areas of 
'woodland' should be excluded from the area of the farm eligible for SPS.   

Challenge 1

Proposal : Intercrops should be placed on a level-playing 
field with pure crops and benefit from the same crop 

payments. 



Challenge 2

Proposal : Agroforestry tree stands are NOT 
woodland

Guidance Document (AGRI/2254/2003) defines a threshold of tree density 
for defining a woodland : 50 trees/ha. But exceptions may be envisaged 
for ecological/environmental reasons.  Eventual exceptions must be 
defined beforehand by the member states.

Recommendation:  50 trees per ha is a 
low threshold that would limit AF systems 
to parklands. It should also be clarified 
to say ’50 trees per ha of more than 15 
cm diameter at breast height’.



5

200

4 ha plot 
with hedges 

(2 m spacing between 
trees) 

= 396 trees
= 49 trees/ha



Appropriate taxation schemes of agroforestry plots must be defined.

Challenge 3

Recommendation:  the EU should make clear to 
all EU countries that they have the flexibility 
to allow multiple activities within parcels in 
their national Identification and Control 
System (IACS) systems (e.g. ‘forestry’ and 
‘cropping’ in the same parcel or ‘forestry’ and 
‘grazing’ in the same parcel)

Proposal : a solution would be to admit that a parcel can be x% 
covered by one ‘activity’ and y% covered by another ‘activity’.  This 
would allow the taxation scheme of forest and agriculture to be 
applied to the agroforestry plot.



Farmers obtaining the SPS are obliged to demonstrate that they maintain 
the farm in ‘good agricultural and environmental condition’.  One condition 
is ‘avoiding encroachment of unwanted vegetation on agricultural land’.  

Challenge 4

Recommendation: national definitions 
of ‘good agricultural and 

environmental condition’ should make 
clear that ‘well-managed 

agroforestry is recognized as a 
mechanism of improving landscape 

and environmental diversity’

Proposal : agroforestry is not a form of encroachment 
of unwanted vegetation on agricultural land



Defining policies

We need a unified definition of an agroforestry 
plot in the European policies. We suggest two 
criteria :

� At least 50% of the crop/grass production of a treeless plot 
(averaged on the tree rotation)

� Not more than 200 trees/ha with a DBH>15 cm (including hedges)



Aiming at a European TREE directive ?

Defining policies

�to protect and regenerate cultural agroforestry landscapes
�to implement novel agroforestry systems that will provide productive 
and environmental benefits

Interested European Delegates can
contact us to join the European

Agroforestry Lobby



Claude Jollet farm, Charente-Maritime; Practising 
agroforestry against the law since 1975

A tribute to forerunners ….


